
Tiny House Hot Pad 
Tutorial

An Original by Stitch Rabbit

make it, use it, gift it.

Materials Needed:

Main Fabric: 9 in x 6 in piece
Roof Fabric: 9 in x 6 in piece
Backing Fabric: 9 in x 11 in piece

Door Fabric: 2.5 in x 3.5 in
Window Fabric (x2): 3 in x 3 in

Quilt Batting/Fiberfill: 12 inch x 14 inch piece

Bias Tape: approximately  45 inches
Coordinating Thread

1. Cut your fabric pieces following the size instructions



2. Fold the door fabric in 1/4 inch on three sides and press. Fold the window 
fabric in 1/4 inch on al four sides and press. Do again with the second window 
fabric.

3. Position door and windows onto main house fabric with the door in the middle   
and the windows on either side. Use a ruler to make sure they are 
asymmetrical. 



4. Pin and sew the door and windows. Press again.

5. Line up the main house piece and the roof piece, pin and sew with a 1/2 inch 
seam allowance. Press seam.



Your house should now look like this:



6. Using a ruler, mark from the middle top of the roof (which will be the roof peak) 
to the bottom of the roof at the seam, on both sides. Cut. You should now have 
a pointy little roof instead of a square. This picture shows one side cut.

7. Now use your pointy roof house as a guide to cut your BACKING fabric, to the 
same measurement. Put the pointy roof on top of the backing fabric and cut, 
making sure not to cut into your front roof fabric anymore. You should now 
have a backing that matched your house front exactly. This picture shows one 
side of the  backing cut.



8. Sandwich the front and back of the house between layers (2) of quilt batting 
and cut the batting into the same shape as the house.

*Remember to cut the quilt batting slightly or fiberfill larger than the house 
silhouette as it tends to “shrink” when quilting is done.*



9. This part is a bit tricky. Donʼt get discouraged, just slow down. Line up your 
edges so that there is no overlap, so the front and back material edges are 
meeting exactly. Pin, pin, pin. Now your whole house should be pinned, 
sandwiching the quilt batting or fiberfill in between.

 

10. Now pretend like you know how to quilt really well and sew some lines 
through this bad boy. I did three lines on either side of the door.



11. Weʼre getting close. Trim the fiber around the whole house so that it is flush 
with the edges and get ready to bias this baby.

12. Now, if you donʼt know much about bias tape and how it works, then you 
should really watch a tutorial or two. You donʼt want me. Trust me.

Here are a few links:

Bias Tape YouTube Video from rocker girl with music: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YijKo2cfqeo

Bias Tape Tutorial:

http://sewing.about.com/od/techniques/ss/biastape.htm

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YijKo2cfqeo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YijKo2cfqeo
http://sewing.about.com/od/techniques/ss/biastape.htm
http://sewing.about.com/od/techniques/ss/biastape.htm


But here are some pictures of me sewing bias tape as proof that I can do it, I just 
canʼt talk about it.

13. Go ahead and unpick it when you screw it up. Try again.



14. Finally, when you get to the peak of the roof, leave a four inch tail of tape. 
When top stitching the bias tape all the way around leave a one inch gap un-
sewn between the peak and the tail, like this:

(tail at peak)

(gap un-sewn in tail)



Slide the end of the tail into the gap and sew shut to make your little hanging 
hook at the top.

Now youʼve completed this adorable Tiny House Hot Pad that you can love and 
keep or give as a gift. Enjoy!


